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ESL VISION RELOCATES AND EXPANDS OPERATIONS
Salt Lake City, UT – October 17, 2017 – ESL Vision, a provider of LED lighting solutions
announces the relocation of its corporate headquarters in Salt Lake City, UT. The move allows
ESL Vision to expand its growing assembly operations and provides a larger warehouse for
expanding product lines.
"Delivering the best possible solutions and experiences to electrical distributors has always
been the driving force of our culture at ESL Vision. This relocation enhances our ability to keep
doing just that. Furthermore, it ensures these core values will remain firmly intact, regardless of
how large our company has become," commented Jeff Provolt, ESL Vision Director of
Operations and Founding Partner.
Managing Director and Founding Partner, Michael Gleeson, adds "By more than tripling our
space we now have more room to expand our assembly lines, allowing us to turn-around
delivery times of our growing product offering at a faster pace. Additionally, the new expanded
office space gives engineering and marketing more capabilities to help provide better service to
our customers."
The new warehouse includes time and space-saving rack systems, enhanced assembly
equipment and processes, and several additional vehicle bays with closer proximity to
transportation providers and Interstate access. The new contemporary offices were designed
around customer interaction which feature advanced conferencing and collaboration
capabilities, complete with customer-centric training and education facilities.
ESL Vision’s new address is 1136 S 3600 W, Salt Lake City, UT 84104. The company's main
phone number will remain the same – 888-493-5559 – as will all employee direct lines and
email addresses.
About ESL Vision
Combining years of solid-state lighting design experience, a patented installation approach and
a unique focus on electricians and supply houses, ESL Vision manufactures and offers a
complete range of innovative and efficient LED lighting solutions for virtually any retrofit,
replacement or new lighting project. ESL’s solutions deliver time and money savings by
eliminating many of the hassles of installation, by reducing energy costs, and by qualifying end
users for various utility company rebates and incentives. Available through electrical supply and
distribution partners, ESL Vision provides lighting products and systems that surpass today's
industry demands, while developing tomorrow's solutions. For more information visit
www.eslvision.com.

